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Chair Acuna, Vice Chair Gattuso and members of the Zero Waste Advisory Commission:
Items 3a and 3b on your 10/11/17 meeting agenda represent perhaps the most vital policy and
procedural issues to come before the Zero Waste Advisory Commission (ZWAC) in the 40 years Texas
Disposal Systems (TDS) and I have been working with the City of Austin.
In advance of your review and vote for a recommendation of approval, rejection or revision to the
City Council on these two transformational items, TDS appreciates the opportunity to briefly share
our serious concerns about executive City staff’s proposals and perplexing approach to the Waste
Management Policy Working Group process, and to detail our most urgent requests for your
consideration.
Our concerns about the Working Group process are the result of the unfortunate continuation of
executive City staff’s efforts to circumvent stakeholder input and even ignore Council specific
direction in pursuit of staff-favored waste policies, procedures and contracts.
Given especially executive City staff’s unsuccessful effort on 9/28/17 to persuade Council that a
biosolids fire danger “emergency” necessitates immediate approval of staff’s proposed revisions to
the Anti-Lobbying Ordinance (ALO) without the recommendation of ZWAC or other boards and
commissions, TDS urges you to please NOT allow ZWAC to be similarly rushed by staff into voting on
a recommendation to Council on either Item 3a or 3b until the commission has been given whatever
time and information is necessary to fully and carefully review and deliberate the full range of issues
and implications for achieving Austin’s long-term Zero Waste goals. There is no pending fire danger
emergency at Hornsby Bend which justifies an expedited biosolids management RFP, and a
solicitation could proceed without an ALO restriction, even if there was.
Again, while there is no rush to act on these critical recommendations and proposals, Council has
indicated that it is likely to follow staff’s request and proceed with considering revisions to the ALO
before taking up the remaining Working Group recommendations, thus TDS would urge that ZWAC’s
review and possible action on Item 3b please take precedent over review and possible action on
Item 3a.
ITEM 3B: ANTI-LOBBYING ORDINANCE
As most ZWAC members are well aware, TDS’ position in favor of ALO revisions stems first and

foremost from the acknowledged conflict (see staff’s statement in Policy Question #9 in City’s staff
2/15/17 “Policy Considerations” memo) inherent in City staff’s dual role as waste services industry
regulator and industry competitor, as well as staff’s demonstrated history of misapplication and
interpretation of the ALO in pursuit of competitive objectives (read more Why TDS Favors Revising
the ALO). Of particular concern has been lack of Council oversight and the inability to appeal ALO
disqualifications beyond staff.
As a result, TDS – which, despite being the City’s most relied-upon waste services provider over the
past 20 years, determined in 2015 that we could no longer respond to City waste solicitations under
the current ALO as interpreted and administered by City staff – advanced the following proposal for
revising the ALO during the Working Group processes:
The City should exempt waste solicitations and contracts from the ALO. Alternatively, the ALO
should be revised to go into effect for waste solicitations and contracts no sooner than 14 days
after each solicitation is issued and end no later than 14 days before each proposed contract is
posted for consideration by either a citizen board or commission or the City Council; to eliminate
debarment; to apply only to communications specific to solicitation responses; and to allow
appeal to both the Ethics Review Commission and the City Council as well as state or federal
district court. If debarment is not eliminated, it should be made to apply only to future
solicitations and contracts.
While the initial Working Group recommendation indicated support for many of these proposed
revisions, executive City staff’s resulting revised ALO unfortunately not only failed to include key
reforms but also left in place – and in some places inserted anew – overly broad and ambiguous
ordinance language that TDS believes would continue to empower staff to interpret the ALO with
the same level of motivated subjectivity as before, and still with no oversight or appeal rights.  
TDS is also troubled by the extent to which the "Comparison Matrix" developed by City staff as an
analytical tool does not accurately reflect the substance of the proposed revised ALO, but in fact
offers the most favorable ways staff could interpret the proposed ALO language revisions.
Further, it is clear that staff’s proposed revised ALO ordinance also fails to address TDS’ serious First
Amendment concerns. As you know, any restriction on the First Amendment’s free speech clause
must be narrowly drawn to avoid limiting speech beyond what is necessary to achieve the intent of
the restriction. Restrictions must also include “fair notice” (i.e. clear and precise terms defining the
restricted speech) and provide adequate alternative forms of communication.
TDS copied ZWAC members on a September 28, 2017 email to the Mayor and Council members that
requested 23 changes to the City staff’s proposed amendments to the ALO necessary to make the
ALO a fair and reasonable ordinance. The following 8 items out of the 23 discussed as follows are
critically important from a First Amendment free speech perspective.
THREE FUNDAMENTALS = EIGHT REVISIONS
We believe the ALO must allow TDS and every other waste contractor to:

1.

Advertise or otherwise market all of its services across the region; advocate in any
medium or with any community group across the region for any waste policy or contract
it supports or opposes; and pursue any government permit, without fear of being
disqualified from participating in City solicitations under the ALO.

2.

Communicate without restriction with any City official about any City solicitation for a
reasonable period of time before any sealed proposal is submitted by a bidder in
response to a solicitation, and well before any staff-proposed contract is considered by
the City Council or any citizen advisory board or commission, without fear of being
disqualified from participating in City solicitations under the ALO.

3.

Appeal any disqualification under the ALO to the ERC and the City Council.

Plainly, the easiest, most effective and most appropriate way to accomplish these fundamentals is to
exempt waste solicitations and contracts from the ALO, and TDS urges ZWAC to please recommend
doing so. In the alternative, we would request your recommendation of at least the following eight
revisions to staff’s proposed ALO:
1.

Ensure that the definition of “REPRESENTATION” specifically excludes communications to
the media, community groups, business groups and advocacy groups.

2.

Ensure that the definition of “REPRESENTATION” is specific to direct communications
with identified parties, rather than encompassing all communications to all parties.

3.

Ensure that the definition of “PROHIBITED REPRESENTATION” is based on the content of
the communication itself rather than on the listener’s reaction, by removing words like
“influences” or “persuades.”

4.

Eliminate all definitions of “PROHIBITED REPRESENTATION” that require subjective
analysis, including “advances the interest of the respondent” and “discredits the
response of any other respondent.”

5.

Ensure that the definition of “PERMITTED REPRESENTATION” includes communication
related to any existing contract, not only between the respondent and the City but also
between any person or entity and the City.

6.

Narrow the definition of “AGENT” to mean only a person acting at the explicit request of
a solicitation respondent in exchange for consideration.

7.

Narrow the definition of “RESPONSE” to mean only the contents of a sealed proposal
submitted by a bidder in response to a solicitation.

8.

For all solid waste, recycling and organics management solicitations and contracts,
initiate the “RESTRICTED CONTACT PERIOD” at the final effective date and time sealed

proposal solicitation responses are due and lift the “RESTRICTED CONTACT PERIOD” a
minimum of 14 days prior to the date a contract or RCA is considered by the City Council
and/or Zero Waste Advisory Commission or any other board or commission.
Please also consider the following unresolved issues. Several of our remaining proposed revisions are
intended to address these issues.
·

Oversight – Under both the current ALO and the revised proposed ALO, City staff would
continue to serve as judge, jury, prosecutor and appeals court for each alleged violation.
As per the recommendation of the Waste Management Policy Working Group, TDS urges
ZWAC to recommend that all staff-determined ALO disqualifications be subject to an
appeal process including a protest hearing before the Ethics Review Commission (ERC)
and a final appeal and hearing before the City Council. This is essential for ensuring due
process.

·

Administrative Rules – While the Waste Management Policy Working Group specifically
recommended that all administrative rules associated with the ALO be approved by the
City Council before taking effect, City staff’s proposed revised ALO instead assigned rulemaking authority to staff rather than Council. TDS urges ZWAC to recommend reestablishing that Council should approve the ALO’s administrative rules, consistent with
the Working Group recommendations. TDS further urges ZWAC to recommend that all
proposed administrative rules for the ALO be considered by the ZWAC, as well as ERC, for
a recommendation of approval, rejection or revision to the City Council.

·

Recusals – City staff’s proposed revised ALO introduces compulsory recusals of City
officials, including ZWAC members, who receive “a representation” – a concept never
discussed by the Waste Management Policy Working Group. This addition to the ALO not
only establishes an overbroad restriction but is also in conflict with existing ethics rules
charging City officials, rather than staff, with determining when recusal is required. TDS
urges ZWAC to recommend elimination of this recusals provision.

·

Stakeholder Input – The Waste Management Policy Working Group very clearly
recommended that City staff gather additional stakeholder input regarding proposed
changes to the ALO prior to presentation to the Council. Instead, staff chose to post City
Council Work Session Agenda items for 8/15/17 and the Council meeting on 9/28/17 to
gain Council’s acceptance of staff completing the details and rules related to determining
Council waste services policy going forward.

We urge ZWAC to please consider and adopt these 23 proposed urgent changes to staff’s revised
ALO, with particular attention to the 8 items detailed above, as attached for your review. In
addition, we have attached and linked TDS redlined revision to staff’s proposed revised ALO
reflecting both our First Amendment concerns and our policy recommendations, including
comments (in blue) explaining each proposed ordinance change; a short notation of key
differences between the Working Group recommendations and staff’s resulting proposal; and,
VERY IMPORTANTLY, a legal analysis of staff’s revised ALO vis-à-vis the First Amendment.

Finally, a review of the highlighted portion of the Council discussion 4/6/17 to temporarily waive
the ALO indicates what I believe to be the intent of Council to waive the ALO to waste services
solicitations throughout the policy issues discussion before Council, which has obviously not yet
occurred. To draw companies back into a waste services solicitation Anti-Lobby restriction before
the Council has received stakeholder comments and before Council has made the policy
determinations, would be completely contrary to the logic that brought about the waiver of the
ALO in the first place. Please recommend to Council that the ALO remain waived until the policy
discussion and the ALO Administrative Rules are considered and approved by Council. Otherwise,
staff will, once again, be able to eliminate stakeholder input to Council, other than in three
minute sound bites in Council or ZWAC meetings at the point of decision.
ITEM 3A: WASTE MANGEMENT POLICY WORKING GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS
As detailed in TDS Concerns About the Working Group Process, City staff’s clear reluctance to
subject the ALO and remaining Working Group recommendations to review by citizen boards and
commissions and to silence potential respondents with either the existing ALO or a revised ALO
during the Council consideration of the Waste Policy decisions and the ALO Administrative Rules has
been of great concern. Please recall that while Council specifically directed that all Working Group
recommendations be presented to ZWAC and other appropriate citizen boards and commissions
(see original Council discussion and resolution) – potentially including the Environmental
Commission, the Water and Wastewater Commission, and the Electric Utility Commission – in the
nearly three months since the initial recommendations were issued, TDS is not aware that City staff
have scheduled any board and commission presentations other than to ZWAC.
Nonetheless, as ZWAC now takes up the Working Group recommendations, we have linked and
attached two important documents for your review – TDS’ positions on each of the major policy
questions, and TDS’ response to the initial Working Group recommendations also copied to ZWAC
members by email on 8/14/17.
To summarize our major concerns:
1.

Most of TDS’ policy recommendations are not reflected in the Working Group
recommendations.

2.

While TDS does support some recommendations, most do not go far enough to resolve a
range of concerns raised by TDS and others.

3.

Some critical issues – including issues raised in City staff’s “Policy Considerations” memo
to City Council and recommendations advanced by ZWAC itself in both July and in August
– were not addressed by the Working Group recommendations.

4.

Most alarming, some recommendations contemplate a complete reversal of decades of
City precedent and policy. Especially as it relates to landfill utilization and commercial
competition in the special events marketplace, to adopt the recommendations as is

would upend the work and votes of scores of previous City policymakers and contradict
current City code that protects the rights of licensed waste services providers in Austin.
As ZWAC begins the process of analyzing and reconciling the Working Group recommendations with
ZWAC and Council priorities, TDS’ policy proposals, and other stakeholder input, we urge you to
please consider taking the following actions before voting on a final recommendation:
·

Recommend additional board and commission review. As the original Council resolution
recognized and some Working Group stakeholders would undoubtedly agree, all
appropriate citizen boards and commissions should have the opportunity to provide
Council with their input on any proposed policy change resulting from the Working Group
recommendations before any ALO restrictions are reinstated. In addition to ZWAC, this
potentially includes the Environmental Board, Electric Utility Commission, Ethics Review
Commission and Water and Wastewater Commission, which each have jurisdiction over
waste-related issues.

·

Recommend additional Working Group review. For the sake of cogent and expedient
Council decision-making in the face of a broad range of complicated policy and procedural
issues, please recommend that the Working Group convene again for a final meeting to
discuss and consider the forthcoming input from ZWAC and, hopefully, each of the
aforementioned boards and commissions before the Working Group recommendations
are taken up for full discussion at a regular Council meeting and before any ALO
restrictions are reinstated. The alternative – leaving it up to individual Council members
and Council staff to divine the differences and the similarities between the Working
Group recommendations and those forthcoming from ZWAC and other boards and
commissions, and independently analyze conflicting recommendations – will almost
certainly result in an excessively complicated and time-consuming decision-making
process on the Council dais and uncertainty regarding how Council’s decisions may be
interpreted by a new City Manager and new ARR Director. Instead, if the Working Group
will convene again to discuss and consider board and commission input before any ALO
restrictions are reinstated, a resulting revised set of Working Group recommendations
could expedite Council action by immediately and clearly establishing where there is
consensus, where there are differences, and what information Council members should
weigh in resolving any differences. Importantly, the Working Group should also use the
opportunity to reconvene to specifically consider and recommend, or not, the policy
proposal that ZWAC has now voted TWICE, UNANIMOUSLY, to present to the Working
Group, recommending expansion of ZWAC’s ability to review draft waste solicitations and
proposed negotiated contracts.

·

Recommend development of a recommendation on commercial competition. Please ask
City staff and/or the reconvened Working Group to develop and present a specific
recommendation on City staff’s proposed Policy Question #8 regarding commercial
competition before any ALO restrictions are reinstated. As noted, for more than two
years, TDS’ position has been that City staff’s conflicted dual role as a waste services
industry competitor and industry regulator – given especially demonstrated misuse of the

ALO and the resulting risk to TDS and other perceived potential competitors – would not
allow us to respond to City waste solicitations. While TDS is hopeful that Council will
ultimately exempt waste services from the requirements of the ALO, or alternatively
support revisions to the ordinance related specifically to waste contracting, we also
believe that the clear conflict inherent in City staff’s dual role should have been explicitly
addressed by the Working Group process with no stakeholder in any way silenced by ALO
restrictions. That large cities like Los Angeles have launched takeovers of local
commercial waste industries, and that Texas state law expressly allows Austin to do
exactly the same thing, makes it reasonable, we believe, for local waste management
companies like ours to seek clarity with regard to the City’s long-term intentions. In fact,
one of TDS’ key concerns vis-a-vis the Working Group process has been the conspicuous
absence of a staff presentation or explicit staff or Working Group recommendation with
regard to the question of long-term, large-scale commercial competition or even industry
takeover, even though, as noted, the issue was initially posed by City staff as 1 of 8
critical policy considerations for Council. Indeed the absence of a recommendation
regarding commercial competition raises TDS’ alarm that executive City staff may have
competitive or even takeover intentions that they believe are best served for now by
avoiding explicit consideration and possible Council direction to the contrary. Our
concerns are of course only furthered by the implicit support for commercial competition
contained in the Working Group’s troubling initial recommendation to continue to allow
City staff to utilize “toll haulers” to provide waste services to Austin special events in
competition with licensed private haulers – a practice that was never authorized by the
City Council in the first place and plainly conflicts with City Code 15-6-11 through 15-6-13.
We therefore urge ZWAC to please ask City staff and the reconvened Working Group to
give this issue specific consideration and to develop a recommendation such that
Council’s ultimate vote can finally resolve to the extent possible whether, or how, the
City will stop, continue, or dramatically expand operations that compete against licensed
private haulers for commercial waste services. Critically, a decision to allow City staff to
directly compete with private haulers and operators would obviously create a much
broader context for the consideration of changes in Council policy on competitive
solicitations, the ALO, landfill utilization, contract consolidations, diversion requirements,
biosolids management, special event services, review of draft solicitations, posting of
negotiated contracts, “local business presence” scoring, and facility authorizations.
Simply stated, the work of the Waste Management Policy Working Group is not yet
completed; nor has the basis for waiving the ALO for waste services solicitations to allow
unrestricted input from all stakeholders during the policy and ALO Administrative Rules
discussion process run its course. Please don’t come this far, only to delegate the final
decision making to City staff to complete with some yet to be determined set of ALO
restrictions.
Please also note that you can find all meeting videos, meeting transcripts, and all documents
submitted during the Working Group process on the TDS website, and do not hesitate to contact
me, Adam Gregory, Ryan Hobbs or Michael Whellan at any time with any questions or concerns.
Thank you in advance for your consideration of these hugely critical items.

Sincerely,
Bob Gregory
President & CEO
Texas Disposal Systems
512-619-9127 (m)

TDS Recommended Revisions Redlined
and Comments in Blue
RECOMMENDED REVISIONS, 9-28-2017
ARTICLE 6. – ANTI-LOBBYING AND PROCUREMENT.
§ 2-7-101 – FINDINGS; PURPOSE; APPLICABILITY.

(A)

The council finds that persons who enter a competitive process for a city contract voluntarily agree to
abide by the terms of the competitive process, including the provisions of this article.

(B)

The council finds that it is in the City's interest:

(C)

(D)

(1)

to provide the most fair, equitable, and competitive process possible for selection among
potential vendors in order to acquire the best and most competitive goods and services; and

(2)

to further compliance with State law procurement requirements.

The council intends that:
(1)

each response is considered on the same basis as all others; and

(2)

respondents have equal access to information regarding a solicitation, and the same opportunity
to present information regarding the solicitation for consideration by the City.

This article applies to all solicitations except:
(1)

City social service funding;

(2)

City cultural arts funding;

(3)

federal, state or City block grant funding;

(4)

the sale or rental of real property;

(5)

interlocal contracts or agreements; and

(6)

solicitations specifically exempted from this article by council.

(E)

Absent an affirmative determination by council, the purchasing officer has the discretion to apply this
article to any other competitive process.

(F)

Section 1-1-99 does not apply to this article.

Source: Ord. 20071206-045; Ord. 2011111052.

§ 2-7-102 – DEFINITIONS.
In this article, for all purposes whenever used:

TDS Comment:
This revision makes it clear that defined terms will be used for interpretation of the Ordinance.
(1) AGENT means a person authorized by a respondent to act for or in place of respondent in order to
make a representation, including but not limited to:
(a) a person acting at the explicit request of respondent in exchange for any type of consideration;

(b)

a person acting with the knowledge and consent of a respondent;

(c)

a person acting with any arrangement, coordination, or direction between the person and
the respondent;

(d)
(b) a current full-time or part-time employee, owner, director, officer, member, or manager of a
respondent;
(e)
(c) a person related within the first degree of consanguinity or affinity to a current full-time or
part-time employee, owner, director, officer, member, or manager of a respondent; and
(f)(d) a person related within the first degree of consanguinity or affinity to the respondent, if a
respondent is an individual person.

TDS Comment:
This revision narrows the overly broad definition of Agent, which would require staff to determine the
nature of relationships and communication among entities without any objective means of doing so.
Please see Jim Hemphill’s 9/27/2017 Memo on constitutional requirements of speech restrictions as
they pertain to staff’s proposed ALO revisions (Hemphill Memo).
(2)

AUTHORIZED CONTACT PERSON means a City employee designated in a City solicitation as the point of
contact for all purposes for that solicitation.

(3)

CITY EMPLOYEE is defined in Section 2-7-2 (Definitions).

(4)

CITY OFFICIAL is defined in Section 2-7-2 (Definitions).

(5)

NO-CONTACT RESTRICTED COMMUNICATION PERIOD means the period of time beginning at the final
effective date and time a Rresponse to a solicitation is due, as may be extended in the purchasing
officer’s discretion, and continuing through the earliest of the following:
(a)

the date of the initial execution of the last contract resulting from the solicitation is signed (, if
multiple contracts are executed pursuant to a solicitation, then the date of initial execution of
the last contract to be signed);

(b)

630 days following council authorization of the last contract resulting from the solicitation; or

(c)

cancellation of the solicitation by the City;.

(d)

14 days prior to the date a contract or RCA related to solid waste, recycling or organics is
considered for action by the City Council, or

(c)(e) 14 days prior to the date a contract or RCA is considered for recommendation by the Zero Waste
Advisory Commission.

TDS Comment:
As there is not an actual “No Contact Period” envisioned by the ordinance; for the sake of accuracy this
term should be changed to “Restricted Contact Period”, as there are a variety of communications that
are both permitted and prohibited. Further edits are intended to 1) utilize language that is not subject
to variable interpretations, for the sake of creating a clear expectation of the effect of the proposed
limits on speech, which is required when limiting speech; 2) more reasonably limits the time
respondents will be bound by the ALO in the event that staff choose not to take any action pursuant to
a solicitation; and, 3) creates an earlier termination of the Restricted Contact Period specifically for
solicitations for solid waste, recycling and organics management related services. This market segment
specific provision is necessary due to the staff’s unique dual role as both regulator of, and competitor
within this market segment, staff’s history of ambitious pursuit of greater control over and revenue

from this market segment, and staff’s demonstrated propensity to embed significant policy implications
concerning this market segment within the solicitation process. The ability of respondents to speak
freely with policy makers prior to finalization of contracts will serve more as deterrent to staff’s
problematic attempts to create “policy by RFP”, rather than an opportunity for respondents to
advocate for their solicitation specific interests.
(6)

PURCHASING OFFICER means the City employee authorized to carry out the purchasing and procurement
functions and authority of the City and, when applicable, the director of a City department to whom the
purchasing officer has delegated procurement authority for that department.

(7)

RESPONSE means a response to a solicitation. only the contents of the a sealed proposal submitted by
an offeror a bidder replying to a solicitation to provide the goods or services solicited by the City.

TDS Comment:
This revision simply defines “Response” in the manner that staff’s “Comparison Matrix” states that it
will be interpreted. However, staff has maintained a problematic circular definition of Response that
can be subject to wildly variable interpretations.
(8)

RESPONDENT means a person who makessubmits a rResponse to a City solicitation, even if that person
subsequently withdraws its rResponse or has been disqualified by the City, and includes:
(a)

a contractor for a respondent;

(b)(a) a subsidiary or parent of a respondent; and
(c)

a joint enterprise, joint venture, or partnership with an interest in a response and in which a
respondent is a member or is otherwise involved, including any partner in such joint enterprise,
joint venture, or partnership; and

(d)(b) a subcontactor to a respondent in connection with that respondent's response.

TDS Comment:
These revisions remove unnecessary portions and limit the requirements to things that can be
objectively determined by staff. Revisions also eliminate the potential for broad interpretations that
would allow the staff to enforce against speech that is not constitutionally eligible for government
restriction.
(9) REPRESENTATION means a communication, whether or not initiated by a respondent or agent, that is:
(a)

related to a response;

(b)

made by a respondent or agent; and

(c)

made directly to a council member, City employee, City representative, or independent contractor
hired by the City with respect to the solicitation.

(c)(d) Communications not made directly to persons included in (c) above, including without limitation
communications to the media, citizen groups, or business or advocacy organizations, are not
representations under this article.

TDS Comment:
This revision clarifies the limit of speech that is constitutionally allowed to be restricted. Please see
the Hemphill Memo for the detailed basis for this revision.

(10) SOLICITATION means an opportunity to compete to conduct business with the City that requires
council approval under City Charter Article VII Section 15 (Purchase Procedure), and includes,
without limitation:
(a)

an invitation for bids;

(b)

a request for proposals;

(c)

a request for qualifications;

(d)

a notice of funding availability; and

(e)

any other competitive solicitation process for which the purchasing officer, in the
purchasing officer’s sole discretion, affirmatively determines this article should apply in
accordance with Section 2-7-101(E).

Source: Ord. 20071206-045; Ord. 20111110-052.

§ 2-7-103 – PROHIBITED REPRESENTATIONS.
Subject to the exclusions in Section 2-7-104, during a no-contact period, a respondent and an agent shall
not make a representation that: is intended to or reasonably likely to:
(1)

provides substantive information about the response to which it relates;
(2) advance the interests of the respondent with respect to the solicitation to which it relates;

(3)(2) discredit the response of any other respondent to the solicitation to which it relates;
(4)

[NOTE – an alternative to strikeout may be something like “Permitted representations under
Section 2‐7‐104(2) will not be considered to be representations prohibited under Section 2‐7‐
104(2) or (3).” This resolves any potential interpretive conflict between those provisions.]

(5)(3) encourages the City to reject all of the responses to the solicitation to which it relates;
(6)(4) conveys a complaint about the solicitation to which it relates; or
(7)(5) directly or indirectly asks, influences, or persuades any City official, City employee, or body to
favor or oppose, recommend or not recommend, vote for or against, consider or not consider, or
take action or refrain from taking action on any vote, decision, or agenda item regarding the
solicitation to which it relates.
Source: Ord. 20071206-045; Ord. 20111110-052.

TDS Comment:
This revision removes criteria that cannot be objectively determined by the staff, and appropriately
tailors the ordinance to the constitutional limits on restriction of speech. Please see the Hemphill Memo
for the detailed basis for this revision.
§ 2-7-104 – PERMITTED REPRESENTATIONS AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS.
The following representations and other communications are permitted under this article at any
time:
(1)

any representation or communication between a respondent or agent and any authorized
contact person;

(2)

any communication between a respondent or agent and any person to the extent the
communication relates solely to an existing contract between a respondentany person or entity

and the City, even when the scope, products, or services of the current contract are the same or
similar to those contained in an active solicitation;

TDS Comment:
This revision removes a content based restriction on speech that is presumptively unconstitutional.
Please see the Hemphill Memo for further detail.
(3)

any representation or communication between a respondent or an agent and a City employee to
the extent the representation or communication relates solely to a non-substantive, procedural
matter related to a response or solicitation;

(4)

any representation or communication required by or made during the course of a formal protest
hearing related to a solicitation;

(5)

any representation or communication between a respondent or an agent and the City’s Small &
Minority Business Resources Department, to the extent the communication relates solely to
compliance with Chapters 2-9A through 2-9D (Minority-Owned and Women-Owned Business
Enterprise Procurement Program) of the City Code;

(6)

any representation or communication between an attorney representing a respondent and an
attorney authorized to represent the City, to the extent the communication is permitted by the
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct;

(7)

any representation or communication made by a respondent or an agent to the applicable
governing body during the course of a meeting properly noticed and held under Texas
Government Code Chapter 551 (Open Meetings Act);

(8)

any representation or communication between a respondent or an agent and a City employee
whose official responsibility encompasses the setting of minimum insurance requirements for the
solicitation to which the communication relates, to the extent the communication relates solely
to the insurance requirements established by the City in the solicitation; and

(9)

any communication occurring when making a contribution or expenditure as defined in Chapter
2-2 (Campaign Finance).

TDS Comment:
Contrary to statement of staff, this is not simply a concept carried forward from the previous version of
the ordinance, staff’s language would actually lift all ALO restrictions, under the condition that
otherwise prohibited statements would be accompanied by a monetary donation to a campaign, while
existing (and TDS proposed) language simply make clear that a campaign donation is not a restricted
communication. Staff’s language could not be more counter to the stated intent of the ordinance.
Source: Ord. 20071206-045; Ord. 20111110-052.

§ 2-7-105 – MODIFICATION OF PROHIBITION.
The purchasing officer may waive, modify, or reduce the prohibited representation requirements in
Section 2-7-103 in order to allow respondents to make representations to persons identified in Section 2-7102(10)(c) other than the authorized contact person when the purchasing officer determines, in writing, that
the solicitation must be conducted in an expedited manner, including but not limited to a solicitation
conducted for reasons of health or safety under the shortest schedule possible with no extensions. The
purchasing officer must promptly transmit any such written waiver, modification, or reduction to all
respondents.
Source: Ord. 20071206-045; Ord. 20111110-052.

§ 2-7-106 – ENFORCEMENT.
(A)

This article is not subject to enforcement by the Ethics Review Commission established in Section 2-726.

(B)

The purchasing officer may consider mitigating factors or circumstances beyond the control of a
respondent, including but not limited to any action taken by a respondent in reliance on information
provided by a person identified in Section 2-7-102(10)(c), when determining whether a respondent has
violated Section 2-7-103.

(C)(A) The purchasing officer has the authority to enforce this article through Council approved rules
promulgated in accordance with Section 1-2-1, which at a minimum shall include a notice, and protest
hearing and appeal process for respondents disqualified pursuant to Section 2-7-107, including:
(1)

written notice of the penalty imposed pursuant to Section 2 -7-107;

(2)

written notice of the right to protest the penalty imposed a hearing before, and determination
by, the Ethics Review Commission; and

(3) written notice of the right to request a an impartial hearing process a final appeal before the
City Council.
Source: Ord. 20071206-045; Ord. 20111110-052.

TDS Comment:
The TDS proposed revisions to the Enforcement section are intended to accomplish 1) Removal of the
arbitrary exclusion of the Ethics Review Commission from any oversight role in the Ordinance; 2)
Removal of the problematic language providing the purchasing officer the authority to determine
when/if violations should be ignored for whatever reason staff sees fit; 3) Establish that administrative
rules must be approved by Council as recommended by the Council Waste Management Policy Working
Group; 4) allow for a protest hearing before, and decision by the Ethics Review Commission as
recommended by the Council Waste Management Policy Working Group; and, 5) allow for a final
appeal before City Council. Without these changes to the enforcement section of the ALO, the staff
would have absolute authority to establish rules, interpret and enforce the ordinance without any
oversight of any kind from elected officials or their appointees. Given staff’s dismal record of fairly
interpreting and enforcing the ALO, these changes are imperative.
§ 2-7-107 – PENALTY.
(A)

If the purchasing officer finds that a respondent has violated Section 2-7-103, the respondent is
disqualified from participating in the solicitation to which the representation related.

(B)

The purchasing officer shall promptly provide written notice of disqualification to a disqualified
respondent.

(C)

If a respondent is disqualified from participating in a solicitation as a result of violating Section 2-7103 and the solicitation is cancelled for any reason, that respondent is disqualified from submitting
a response to any reissue of the same or similar solicitation for the same or similar project. For the
purposes of this section, the purchasing officer may determine whether any particular solicitation
constitutes a “same or similar solicitation for the same or similar project”.

(D)

If a contract resulting from a solicitation that is the subject of a prohibited representation is
awarded to a respondent who has violated Section 2-7-103 with respect to that solicitation, that
contract is voidable by the City Council.

Source: Ord. 20071206-045; Ord. 20111110-052.

TDS Comment:
TDS proposed revisions to the “Penalty” section are necessary eliminate opportunities for
interpretations that go beyond the intent of the ALO, and to create a clear expectation of the results of
a violation. Without the revisions to the “same or similar project” language, the staff effectively
maintains the ability to permanently debar a vendor, as they would have the ability to determine that
any solicitation within a particular market segment is a “similar project” to a solicitation that was the
subject of a disqualification. Also, without the inclusion of the term “Council” at the end of 2‐7‐107(D),
the staff would have the authority to unilaterally subvert the will of the Council, based simply on a
retroactive allegation of prohibited communication, without substantiation. If there is a need to void
a contract due to violations of the ALO, then the Council should make that decision.
§ 2-7-108 – RECUSAL.
(A)

During a no-contact period, a person identified in Section 2-7-102(10)(c) shall not contact a
respondent regarding a response or solicit a representation from a respondent.

(B)

A person identified in Section 2-7-102(10)(c) that receives a representation during the no-contact
period for a solicitation, or otherwise becomes aware of a violation of Section 2-7-103, shall notify
the authorized contact person in writing as soon as practicable.

(C)

If a person identified in Section 2-7-102(10)(c) violates either Subsection (A) or Subsection (B), that
person shall be recused from further participation in the solicitation to which the violation relates.

TDS Comment:
Staff’s newly proposed “Recusal” section amounts to an unprecedented transfer of authority from the
Council to staff and should be rejected outright. Under this provision, along with others proposed by
staff, staff would be empowered to impose compulsory recusal on any Council Member or B&C Member
by simply claiming they spoke to a respondent, or failed to report contact between a respondent and
any other City employee or official, whether or not the subject of that communication was prohibited,
and regardless of whether or not staff determines that a violation of the ALO has taken place. This
would give the staff the ability to remove individual votes they may deem unfriendly to their stated or
unstated agendas, without any requirement to carry out the remaining supposed requirements of the
ordinance. Council Members and their appointees on B&C’s should have the sole authority to
determine whether they ought to be recused from taking action based on existing code of ethics
requirements, and not be subject to the staff unilateral declaration of recusal, without any requirement
to substantiate their basis for doing so.
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MEMORANDUM
FROM:

Jim Hemphill

DATE:

September 28, 2017

RE:

First Amendment implications of the proposed revisions to Austin AntiLobbying Ordinance

This memo will outline some of the First Amendment concerns regarding Austin’s AntiLobbying Ordinance (“ALO”), in the context of the proposed revision to the ALO. It is
not intended to be a comprehensive analysis of all possible interpretations and
applications of the ALO, but rather a high-level view of some of the more obvious issues.
Therefore, there might be circumstances unaddressed in this memo in which
interpretation or application of the ALO raises additional First Amendment problems.
First Amendment principles and doctrines.
The bedrock purpose of the First Amendment’s free speech clause (as well as its analog
in the Texas Constitution, Article I Section 8) is to prevent government restriction of
speech. Because the ALO prohibits certain types of speech for those seeking City
contracts, it implicates First Amendment considerations.
Like most constitutional guarantees, the First Amendment is not absolute. Some
government restriction of speech is allowable under certain circumstances. Determining
whether a government speech restriction is allowable under the First Amendment
involves examination of, inter alia, the type of speech at issue and the scope of the
restriction.
The most suspect government speech restrictions are those that infringe on political
speech (including the right to petition the government) and those that are content-based.
The right to petition the government is a fundamental constitutional right. See, e.g.,
McDonald v. Smith, 472 U.S. 479 (1985). Speech discussing government policy and
decisions is the essence of protected political speech. See, e.g., Buckley v. American
Constitutional Law Foundation, 525 U.S. 182 (1999). Communication with executive
officials regarding a particular project is core political speech entitled to the highest level
of constitutional protection, and infringements upon that speech will be strictly
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scrutinized. See, e.g., Meyer v. Grant, 486 U.S. 414 (1988). Political speech is fully
protected under the First Amendment, even if the speaker is an entity ultimately
motivated by commercial gain, such as a corporation. Citizens United v. Federal
Election Commission, 558 U.S. 310 (2010).
Content-based speech restrictions are those that prohibit speech based on the substance
of the message being communicated.
When a government restriction allows
communication of some types of messages, but restricts others that are made to the same
audience or through the same channel but differ only in their content, the restriction is
content-based. See, e.g., Boos v. Barry, 485 U.S. 312, 318-19 (1988) (ordinance that
allowed some picket signs but not others, based on the message conveyed, was a contentbased speech restriction). Content-based speech regulations are presumptively invalid.
See, e.g., Citizens United, supra; Davenport v. Washington Educ. Ass’n, 127 S.Ct. 2371
(2007); R.A.V. v. St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377 (1992). Such regulations are constitutional only
if they pass the “strict scrutiny” test – the government must show the existence of a
compelling interest and that the regulation is narrowly tailored to advance that interest.
See, e.g., Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976).
Some government speech restrictions are content neutral and are subject to a less-strict
test of constitutionality. Such restrictions do not depend upon the substance of the speech
at issue. Content-neutral restrictions (sometimes referred to as “time, place and manner”
restrictions) must be narrowly drawn to serve a significant governmental interest, and
leave open alternative channels of communication. See, e.g., Ward v. Rock Against
Racism, 491 U.S. 781, 791 (1989).
At the very least, the ALO is a content-neutral speech restriction. An argument may be
made that the ALO is in fact a content-based restriction on political speech, and thus
subject to “strict scrutiny” – which makes a speech restriction more likely to be found
unconstitutional. In fact, content-based restrictions are “presumptively unconstitutional.”
Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 135 S.Ct. 2218 (2015).
Speech about a proposal for a municipal contract is not simply commercial speech
motivated by a desire for financial gain. Such contracts almost always involve the
expenditure of public funds or use of other public resources. The wisdom of entering into
any particular municipal contract is inherently a political issue. And, as the Citizens
United case confirmed, political speech is entitled to a high degree of constitutional
protection, even if the speaker is ultimately motivated, in whole or in part, by potential
financial gain.
Analysis of both content-based and content-neutral speech involve examination of the
governmental interest that the restriction allegedly promotes, and whether the restriction
“fits” that interest – that is, whether the restriction is tailored to promote that
governmental interest and does not restrict speech more broadly than necessary to
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promote that interest. Thus, a First Amendment analysis of the ALO must examine the
governmental interest it furthers, and whether it is tailored to promote that interest
without restricting more speech than necessary for such promotion. The ALO must also
leave open sufficient alternative avenues of communicating the speech that it restricts.
A speech restriction must also be framed in clear and precise terms. “Regulation of
speech must be through laws whose prohibitions are clear. … [T]he statute must provide
‘fair notice’ so that its prohibitions may be avoided by those who wish to do so.” Service
Employees Int’l Union v. City of Houston, 595 F.3d 588, 596-97 (5th Cir. 2010) (citing
Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 104, 110-12 (1972)). See also Webb v. Lake Mills
Community School Dist., 344 F.Supp. 791 (D.C. Iowa 1972) (citing cases for the
principle that “no person shall be punished for conduct unless such conduct has been
proscribed in clear and precise terms. This is especially true when the conduct involves
First Amendment rights ….” (citations omitted)).
Potential First Amendment issues with the ALO.
1.

Scope of the speech restriction.

The proposed revised ALO restricts entities who have responded to a City request for
proposal or invitation to bid from making “representations,” as defined in the ALO, under
certain circumstances. The proposed definition of “representation,” found in Section 2-7102(9), is:
REPRESENTATION means a communication, whether or not initiated by a respondent or
agent, that is:
(a) related to a response;
(b) made by a respondent or agent; and
(c) made to a council member, City employee, City representative, or
independent contractor hired by the City with respect to the solicitation.

This definition in turn incorporates other terms defined in the ALO, including “response,”
“respondent,” and “agent.” While there are issues (both legally and policy-based) with
other aspects of this definition, for present purposes this memo will address potential
First Amendment concerns.
The ALO does not specify whether a representation is only “made to” a council member
or City employee/representative/contractor if that representation is made directly to such
a person (such as a face-to-face conversation or directed email communication), or if it
encompasses a statement made to an identifiable group that includes such a person, or if
it even more broadly includes a statement made to the general public (such as through the
media, an advertisement, or a website) that may be seen or heard by such a person.
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This ambiguity raises at least two fundamental First Amendment issues. First, this
provision of the ALO does not provide the constitutionally required “fair notice”
regarding what speech it purports to restrict. Interpretation of this provision as a ban only
on direct statements to the class of persons defined in 2-7-102(9)(c) may substantially
mitigate the vagueness concern, though allowing City personnel such latitude in
interpretation may itself raise issues regarding the appropriate scope of discretion in
determining whether a violation has occurred.
The second issue is one of both narrow tailoring and of providing adequate alternate
forms of communication. It may be argued that a prohibition on direct statements to the
defined class of persons serves the interests the ALO purports to further (providing a
“fair, equitable, and competitive process” to choose vendors, and to further compliance
with State procurement laws, ALO § 2-7-101(B)).1 But restricting speech directed at
groups that might include such persons, or worse yet restricting speech aimed at the
general public, would sweep far more broadly than necessary to further the asserted
governmental interests, and would shut down almost all channels of communicating the
potential vendors’ messages (such as a statement that awarding the contract to a potential
vendor would be in the public’s best interest).
The ALO would be less vulnerable to First Amendment challenge if Section 2-7-102(9)
were revised per the following redline:
REPRESENTATION means a communication, whether or not initiated by a respondent or
agent, that is:
(a) related to a response;
(b) made by a respondent or agent; and
(c) made directly to a council member, City employee, City representative, or
independent contractor hired by the City with respect to the solicitation.
(d) Communications not made directly to persons included in (c) above,
including without limitation communications to the media, citizen groups, or
business or advocacy organizations, are not representations under this article.

These changes clarify that the prohibition is on direct communications only, and that the
ALO does not purport to restrict speech directed at audiences other than the individuals
defined in 2-7-102(9)(c).
2.

Consistency of defined terms to avoid non-uniform interpretation and
application.

1

This memo assumes, without specifically addressing the issue, that the governmental interests that the
ALO purports to further are at the least “significant” interests. It is conceivable that the ALO may be
vulnerable to challenge on the ground that those interests are not sufficient to meet the applicable test for
constitutionality.
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Section 2-7-102 sets forth definitions of certain terms for purposes of the ALO. To avoid
lack of clarity that may raise First Amendment and/or due process concerns, it should be
made clear that the definitions apply to every use of the defined term in the ALO. In the
past, there have been City employees who have applied the definition of a term when
used in one context in the ALO, but when the same term is used in another context, have
claimed that the term should be given its common meaning, instead of the defined
meaning. It is therefore recommended that the introductory phrase of this section be
edited as follows:
§ 2‐7‐102 – DEFINITIONS.
In this article, for all purposes whenever used:

3.

Vagueness in definition of “agent.”

The defined term “agent” in 2-7-102(1) includes “a person acting at the request of
respondent,” “a person acting with the knowledge and consent of a respondent,” and “a
person acting with any arrangement, coordination, or direction between the person and
the respondent.”
These provisions are vague – possibly unconstitutionally so, under both First Amendment
and due process analyses – and are subject to interpretation in a manner that would be
unconstitutionally overbroad.
For example, suppose a bidder speaks with a member of the public regarding the
solicitation, informs that person of the perceived benefits of awarding the contract to the
bidder, and tells the person that if they agree, they should let their council member know
their opinion. If the member of the public subsequently expresses his or her opinion to a
council member, is he or she “acting at the request of respondent” and thus the
communication constitutes an ALO violation on the part of the bidder?
Or suppose that the bidder again informs the person of the perceived benefits of awarding
the contract to the bidder, and the person replies, “I’m convinced, and I’m going to tell
my council member how I feel if that’s OK with you.” Is the person “acting with the
knowledge and consent of a respondent” if he or she follows through by telling the
council member his or her opinion? Is the bidder required to say “no, it’s not OK if you
express your opinion to your council member?”
As vague as “request” and “knowledge and consent” are, the provision regarding “a
person acting with any arrangement, coordination, or direction between the person and
the respondent” is even more vague and potentially overbroad. What is “coordination”?
What is “any arrangement”? If meant to prohibit payment to a person to express an
opinion, that may pass First Amendment muster; if it reaches the hypothetical situations
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set forth above, the prohibitions would very likely be considered to be not narrowly
tailored and to be unconstitutionally vague.
To address this lack of clarity and potential overbreadth, 2-7-102(1)(a) could be amended
as follows:
(1) AGENT means a person authorized by a respondent to act for or in place of
respondent in order to make a representation, including but not limited to:
(a)

a person acting at the explicit request of respondent in exchange for any type
of consideration;

This amendment of subsection (a) would encompass all situations that could rationally
be reached by the proposed subsections (b) and (c), which thus should be deleted
entirely.
4.

Circular definition of “response.”

The proposed revised ALO’s definition of “response” in 2-7-102(7) uses the word
“response” to define the word “response,” resulting in another lack of clarity. In the
bidding situation, what does a “response to a solicitation” mean? If used in the common,
undefined sense, a “response to a solicitation” can mean any statement or
communication made that relates to a solicitation, even if that statement or
communication is not a “response” in the sense the definition appears aimed at – a
submission by a bidder in an attempt to secure the contract that is the subject of a
solicitation. A broader interpretation would result in the ALO not being narrowly
tailored to serve the purported governmental interest, and in being unconstitutionally
vague. To this end, the definition should be clarified:
(7) RESPONSE means a response to a solicitation only the contents of a sealed
proposal submitted by a bidder replying to a solicitation.

5.

Clarification of permitted statements regarding existing contracts.

The proposed amended ALO clarifies that statements regarding existing contracts are
generally not prohibited “representations,” even if the existing contract covers the same
general subject matter as the pending solicitation. This is a welcome clarification;
application of the ALO to bar speech regarding an existing contract would have serious
First Amendment overbreadth issues.
However, the proposed language of 2-7-104(2) regarding permitted communications is
limited to statements about existing contracts between a “respondent” as defined in the
ALO – a bidder – and the City. As written, it does not allow a “respondent” to make
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statements about existing contracts between the City and other contractors having
existing contracts. This is clearly a content-based speech restriction and thus is
presumptively unconstitutional. A suggested revision:
(2)
any communication between a respondent or agent and any person to the
extent the communication relates solely to an existing contract between a respondent
any person or entity and the City, even when the scope, products, or services of the
current contract are the same or similar to those contained in an active solicitation;

6.

Possible conflict between prohibited and permitted “representations.”

Section 2-7-103 outlines “representations” (as defined in the ALO) that are prohibited,
and Section 2-7-104 sets forth representations and other communications that are
permitted. While 2-7-104 states that the listed representations and communications “are
permitted under this article at any time,” there is possible tension between its list of
permitted communications and the list of prohibited “representations” under 2-7-103.
Of particular concern are the provisions in 2-7-103 that purport to prohibit statements
that “advance the interests of the respondent” or “discredit the response of any other
respondent.” Based on past interpretations and applications, there is the possibility that
a statement covered by 2-7-104(2) (discussed above, regarding statements related to
existing contracts) could be interpreted as falling within 2-7-103’s prohibitions (despite
the statement that communications falling under 2-7-104 are permissible “at any time.”
To remove potential conflict and to clarify that 2-7-104’s “safe harbor” trumps any
contrary interpretation of 2-7-103, it is suggested that the following be added to 2-7-103
(or 2-7-104):
Permitted communications under Section 2‐7‐104(2) will not be considered to be
representations prohibited under Section 2‐7‐104(2) or (3).

7.

Prohibiting speech based on the listener’s reaction rather than the speech
itself.

As set forth above, a speech restriction must be sufficiently clear to give notice to the
speaker as to whether the restriction applies to the speaker’s speech. However, certain
provisions of the proposed revised ALO appear to ban speech based on the listener’s
reaction to the speech, rather than the speech itself. Section 2-7-103(6) prohibits a
“representation” if it:
directly or indirectly asks, influences, or persuades any City official, City employee, or
body to favor or oppose, recommend or not recommend, vote for or against, consider
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or not consider, or take action or refrain from taking action on any vote, decision, or
agenda item regarding the solicitation to which it relates.

[Emphases added.] While a speaker can control whether his or her speech “asks” for
certain action, it is the listener, not the speaker, who determines whether the speech
“influences” or “persuades” him or her to take (or not take) certain action. The words
“influences or persuades” should be stricken from this provision.
Conclusion.
Any government restriction on speech should be closely scrutinized from both a legal
and policy perspective, and (assuming the restriction passes constitutional muster) must
be clearly written and applied narrowly and in accordance with its specific language.
Unfortunately, there is a history of overly broad and erroneous interpretation and
application of the City’s ALO (for one example, see Texas Disposal Systems, Inc. v.
City of Austin, Cause No. A-11-CV-1070-LY, in which the U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Texas reversed the City’s interpretation and application of the thencurrent ALO that resulted in a wrongful disqualification). While the need for any ALO
remains questionable, particularly for certain types of proposed contracts, the City
should endeavor to make the ALO (if one is to exist) narrow, predictable, and aimed
squarely at furthering its actual purpose.
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TEXAS DISPOSAL SYSTEMS 23 URGENT PROPOSED CHANGES TO
CITY STAFF’S REVISED ANTI‐LOBBYING ORDINANCE
October 9, 2017
To avoid infringing on First Amendment free speech rights, ensure administrative objectivity, avoid
confusion, and deliver consistency and transparency, TDS proposes the following revisions to the
staff’s Anti‐Lobbying Ordinance (ALO):
NO CONTACT PERIOD
1. To acknowledge that specific communications are permitted, change the name “NO
CONTACT PERIOD” to “RESTRICTED CONTACT PERIOD”.
2. In recognition of City staff’s dual role as waste industry competitor and regulator, for all
solid waste, recycling and organics management solicitations, initiate the “RESTRICTED
CONTACT PERIOD” at the final effective date and time sealed proposal solicitation
responses are due and lift the “RESTRICTED CONTACT PERIOD” a minimum of 14 days
prior to the date a contract or RCA is considered by the City Council and/or Zero Waste
Advisory Commission or any other board or commission.
3. For solicitations unrelated to solid waste, recycling and organics management, clarify that
the “RESTRICTED CONTACT PERIOD” begins at the final effective date and time sealed
proposal solicitation responses are due, and ends at either initial execution of the resulting
contracts or 30 days after Council authorization, whichever is earliest.
PERMITTED REPRESENTATIONS
1. Ensure that the definitions of “PERMITTED REPRESENTATION” and “PROHIBITED
REPRESENTATION” are mutually exclusive.
2. Ensure that the definition of “REPRESENTATION” directly excludes communications to the
media, community groups and business and advocacy groups.
3. Ensure that the definition of “REPRESENTATION” is specific to direct communications with
identified parties, rather than encompassing all communications to all parties.
4. Ensure that the definition of “PROHIBITED REPRESENTATION” is based on the content of
the communication itself rather than on the listener’s reaction by removing words like
“influences” or “persuades.”
5. Eliminate all definitions of “PROHIBITED REPRESENTATION” that require subjective
analysis, including “advances the interest of the respondent” and “discredits the response of
any other respondent.”
6. Ensure that the definition of “PERMITTED REPRESENTATION” includes communication
related to any existing contract not only between the respondent and the City but also
between any person or entity and the City.
7. Clarify that while making a campaign contribution to a City Council member does not
constitute a “PROHIBITED REPRESENTATION” in and of itself, any communication
associated with making the campaign contribution continues to be subject to ALO
restrictions.
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DEFINITIONS
1. Clarify that all definitions apply consistently across the ordinance.
2. Narrow the definition of “AGENT” to mean only a person acting at the explicit request of a
solicitation respondent in exchange for consideration.
3. Narrow the definition of “RESPONSE” to mean only the contents of a sealed proposal
submitted by a bidder in response to a solicitation.
4. Narrow the definition of “RESPONDENT” to a person or entity who submits a “RESPONSE”
excluding persons or entities who have withdrawn a “RESPONSE” or been disqualified by
the City.
ENFORCEMENT / “MITIGATING FACTORS”
1. Establish that the ALO is subject to enforcement by the Ethics Review Commission.
2. Eliminate the proposed authority of the purchasing officer to “consider mitigating factors”
in determining violations.
3. As per the original recommendation of the Waste Management Policy Working Group,
establish that all administrative rules associated with the ALO must be approved by the
City Council before taking effect.
4. As per the original recommendation of the Waste Management Policy Working Group,
establish that all staff‐determined ALO disqualifications are subject to an appeal process
including a protest hearing before the Ethics Review Commission.
5. Establish that all staff‐determined ALO disqualifications are subject to a final appeals
process including a protest hearing before the City Council.
PENALTY
1. Clarify that a respondent who is disqualified under the ALO may not respond to a
subsequent solicitation for the same – rather than a “similar” – project.
2. Clarify that any contract awarded to a respondent later determined to have violated the
ALO with respect to the original solicitation can be voided by the City Council, rather than
by City staff.
RECUSALS
1. Eliminate compulsory recusals of City officials who receive “a representation.” This staff‐
proposed addition to the ALO not only establishes an overbroad restriction but is also in
conflict with existing ethics rules charging City officials, rather than staff, with determining
when recusal is required.
ADMINISTRATION
1. Clarify that if the purchasing officer makes any modifications to prohibitions for any
solicitation, each solicitation respondent must be promptly notified.
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Texas Disposal Systems Comparison of Staff Proposed ALO Revisions vs.
Council Working Group Recommendations
October 6, 2017
Working Group Recommendation

Staff Proposal



Apply the ALO ordinance only to the
solicitation. Vendors may communicate on all
other matters without violating the ALO.



Staff proposed language can be interpreted to
include the restriction applying to communication
far beyond the specific solicitation.



Apply the ALO from the time a RFP is released
through Council’s vote on executing the
contract. Should an RFP be pulled down, the
ordinance does not apply during the timeframe
the RFP is pulled down.
Narrow the definition of representations to
target lobbying. For instance, if staff tells a
vendor that the ALO does not apply and a
communication is allowable – then the vendor
cannot be later be disqualified as violating the
ordinance by the communication.
Add communications regarding existing
contracts to “Permitted Communications”.



ALO applies from the time any undefined
response to a solicitation is due, until various
points after the Council votes to approve a
contract.



Purchasing officer is given broad authority to
determine whether or not a violation should be
assessed. Staff also has given themselves the
authority to unilaterally impose recusal on any
City employee, CM, or B&C member.



Only existing contracts between a communicating
respondent and the City are exempt.

Develop a body of Rules in a companion
document to the ALO that defines enforcement,
appeal, complaint, and debarment procedures.
Rules should:
a. Clarify current definition of
“Representation” and what triggers
debarment.
b. Clarify procedures for determining
violations, judgement, and penalty
enforcement, and incorporate a third party
reviewer such as the Ethics Review
Commission to determine violations,
judgement, and penalty enforcement.
c. Clarify process for submitting and
facilitating complaints.
d. City purchasing and legal should develop
this companion document for approval by
Council and prepare any language updates
to the ALO that might be required to allow
for adopted rules in the companion
document.
Existing ALO should remain suspended until
Council approves proposed revisions.



Staff has not proposed rules for the ALO
a. Not addressed by staff.
b. Staff explicitly states that there will be no
third party review, oversight or appeal of any
kind.
c. Staff has completely removed the process for
receiving and communicating complaints re:
the solicitation to Council.
d. Staff explicitly states that Rules will not be
presented to or approved by Council.



Not addressed by staff.

Purchasing Office should receive and compile
further stakeholder input for Council and will
work with adopted input as determined by
Council.



Purchasing office solicited no such additional
stakeholder input prior to taking the ALO revisions
to Council seeking approval on 9/28/17.










